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Oracle Embedded Programming and Application DevelopmentCRC Press, 2010

	Focusing on tried and true best practice techniques in cross-technology based Oracle embedded programming, this book provides authoritative guidance for improving your code compilation and execution. Geared towards IT professionals developing Oracle-based Web-enabled applications in PL/SQL, Java, C, C++, .NET, Perl, and PHP, it covers...
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Maya 8: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Maya is not only one of the most powerful 3D software packages available, it’s one of the most complicated. The possibilities are as limitless as the paths to get to them. This maze of tools can be very difficult to traverse for those looking to begin “high-end 3D” work. I think your guides, Tom and Shin, will make this journey...
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Australia For Dummies (Dummies Travel)For Dummies, 2008
From the Outback to the Great Barrier Reef to glorious, sophisticated cities like Sydney, this guide helps you find the Australian adventures and attractions that are right for you, whether you’d like to cuddle a koala, explore a shipwreck, swim with whale sharks, or climb the Sydney Harbour Bridge. It gives you the scoop on:

...
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Computer Programming for TeensCourse Technology PTR, 2007
Ready to learn computer programming but aren’t sure where to start? Look no further, Computer Programming for Teens is the book for you. Other books on programming tend to be language specific and often get bogged down in the syntax of the language. That is fine if you already have a strong background in programming, but if you’re a...
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Accessibility for Everybody: Understanding the Section 508 Accessibility RequirementsApress, 2013

	In today's rapidly changing technological world, it is increasingly important that web and desktop applications be accessible to everyone, including those of us with special needs. However, the legal requirements for accessibility are often convoluted and diffucult to understand, making it impossible for most developers to comply with the...
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Beginning Java SE 6 Platform: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2007
Beginning Java™ SE 6 Platform: From Novice to Professional steers you through the maze of the new Java Standard Edition (SE) 6 core and desktop platform and its programming API and concepts. You will learn these through action and example. Individual chapters introduce a particular API area, discuss the API, and provide a hands-on...
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Real World Windows 8 App Development with JavaScript: Create Great Windows Store Apps (Expert's Voice in Windows 8)Apress, 2013

	Real World Windows 8 App Development with JavaScript offers you practical advice and hard-earned insights that will help you create and publish apps to a worldwide market.


	Led by authors with deep Windows 8 app development experience, you’ll learn how to make the most of Microsoft’s APIs for hooking into...
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Real 802.11 Security: Wi-Fi Protected Access and 802.11iAddison Wesley, 2003
"Real 802.11 Security provides clear descriptions of current  and emerging security techniques. The authors handle complex topics nicely, and  offer significant clarification of IEEE draft standards."
-Russ Housley, IETF  Security Area Director and founder of Vigil Security, LLC

"This...
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Active Directory, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2003
Active Directory, 2nd Edition, provides system and network administrators, IT professionals, technical project managers, and programmers with a clear, detailed look at Active Directory for both Windows 2000 and Windows Server 2003. Active Directory, 2nd Edition will guide you through...
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Java Game Programming for DummiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 1998
Online game design just got easier with Java Game Programming For Dummies, your all-in-one reference guide to writing cool, cutting-edge Internet games.    Java Game Programming For Dummies guides new and veteran game designers alike through the nuts and bolts of creating fun, user-friendly games that can be played...
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Hacker Debugging Uncovered (Uncovered series)A-LIST Publishing, 2005
Hacking is a natural need of many sentient beings. They pass along the thorny path of understanding the true essence of surrounding things, bent on destruction. Just look around: Atomic scientists split atoms, analysts split long molecules into lots of smaller ones, and mathematicians actively use decomposition. And not one of...
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ADO.NET and ADO Examples and Best Practices for VB Programmers (Second Edition)Apress, 2002

	ADO.NET and ADO Examples and Best Practices for VB Programmers, Second Edition brings the popular first edition up to date with fresh insights and tips on COM-based ADOand adds a voluminous section on the new ADO.NET technology. Written specifically for COM-based ADO developers retooling for ADO.NET, this is a developer's book,...
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